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Synopsis
The Registry, a critical file management system for Windows 95, 98, and NT, is one of the most complex and misunderstood elements of the Microsoft Operating System architecture. The Expert Guide to NT4 Registry teaches readers about the Registry architecture and how it can be monitored and modified to suit their administrative and personal needs. In addition, this book will show readers dozens of undocumented tips and tricks for modifying applications and NT using only registry settings. Finally, the book will show readers how to protect and maintain the registry and troubleshoot problems caused by Registry settings, NT, and applications.
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Customer Reviews
I bought this book to expand my studies from a "Windows 95 Registry" book I previously read. I honestly only browsed the book and found that most of what was in it (besides the authors perception of things) was stuff I knew already from the "other" book I read. I tried telling myself I was being arrogant and to give the book a chance but within 3 days I returned the book because it failed to change my mind of my original assessment. Not worth the $50 I paid.
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